
 

III./12.5. Symptoms of herniations, cerebral edema,
treatment of raised intracranial pressure
The intracranial space is divided into three compartments by the falx
and the tentorium. If raised intracranial pressure is the result of a focal
and slowly growing space occupying lesion, the mass effect is
considerable and herniations with characteristic symptoms will
develop.

The following types of herniations may occur: subfalcial, central,
uncal-transtentorial, and foraminal.

In subfalcial (cingular) herniation, the cingular gyrus is pressed
under the falx. If the mass effect is considerable, the circumferential
branches of the anterior cerebral artery (pericallosal, callosomarginal
arteries) may also be compressed. The clinical symptoms of subfalcial
herniation include progressive decrease of motivation (that may
eventually lead to akinetic mutism), paraparesis, urinary incontinence,
and the appearance of frontal release signs.

In central herniation, symptoms are explained by the compression of
the diencephalon, the severity of which is proportional to the axial or
lateral shift of the diencephalon. In the early phase, indifference,
concentration and memory problems are seen, followed by
drowsiness, and eventually unconsciousness. Frequent yawning is
characteristic in the early phase, and Cheyne-Stokes respiratory
pattern occurs in later stages. Pupils are symmetric, constricted and
reactive, the ciliospinal reflex (pinching the skin over the trapezius
muscle evokes mydriasis) is brisk. Muscle tone is frequently
increased (paratonia), and later decorticate posture develops with
bilateral Babinski positivity. At this level, symptoms are still
reversible if effective treatment is applied. If not, transtentorial
herniation occurs with irreversible consequences.

Transtentorial herniation results from the compression of the
mesencephalon in the tentorial incisure, the blood supply of the
mesencephalon is damaged and secondary intraparenchymal
bleedings develop. Pupillary reactions are abnormal, the patient is
unconscious due to damage to the ARAS, and decerebrate posture is
seen. If the compression is symmetric and originates from the axial
direction (diffuse cerebral edema, hydrocephalus), the pupils are
moderately dilated and react to light. If the compression is from the
lateral direction (hemispheric space occupying lesions), the
hippocampal uncus compresses the ipsilateral oculomotor nerve
causing ipsilateral dilation of the pupil (anisocoria) and loss of
pupillary light reflex. Compression of the mesencephalon leads to the
damage of the inhibitory fibers that run from the red nucleus to the
lateral vestibular nucleus. The disinhibition of the lateral vestibular
nucleus evokes the characteristic decerebrate posture, with the
extension of all four extremities and the inward rotation of the upper
extremities. The extensor tone shows a further increase and bilateral
pyramidal signs (Babinski sign) appear when a painful stimulus is
applied. The caloric vestibuloocular reaction is slow and may be
disconjugate.

Further compression of the brainstem leads to medullary, or
transforaminal herniation. The decerebrate posture decreases, and
eventually the upper extremities become flaccid and the lower
extremities flexed. The respiratory pattern is first apneusic, later



becomes completely irregular, and finally gasping is seen.
Vestibuloocular reflex is lost, blood pressure drops, and death ensues
with respiratory and circulatory arrest.

In raised intracranial pressure, global cerebral dysfunction always
develops due to global cerebral ischemia. Since the cerebral cortex is
the most sensitive to ischemia, drowsiness, altered behavior, and slow
thinking are considered to be the clinical symptoms of diffuse cortical
dysfunction. Focal symptoms may appear in focal space occupying
lesions, and eventually symptoms of herniations develop. Progressive
headache is one of the leading complaints of patients suffering from
raised intracranial pressure.

Raised intracranial pressure may be caused by three different types of
disorders, each requiring different treatments. In focal space
occupying lesions (e.g. tumors, abscess, hemorrhage), surgical
removal should be performed if possible. Disorders of CSF
circulation (occlusive hydrocephalus) require temporary or permanent
CSF drainage. Cerebral edema is the third possible cause of raised
intracranial pressure. There are three types of cerebral edema:
vasogenic, cytotoxic, and interstitial.

Vasogenic edema has a high protein content, it’s located
extracellularly, and spreads in the white matter along nerve fibers. It is
caused by the damage of the blood-brain barrier. Of the neuroimaging
techniques, T2-weighted MRI images are the most sensitive in
identifying this type of edema. Vasogenic edema is perifocal in
tumors, cerebral abscesses and parenchymal hemorrhages, and
generalized in meningo-encephalitis. Vasogenic cerebral edema can
be effectively reduced by corticosteroids.

Cytotoxic cerebral edema develops if the ion gradient between the
intra- and extracellular space decreases. As a result, Na+, Cl- and
water moves into the neurons. Later on, voltage-gated Ca++ channels
are also damaged, leading to Ca++ influx. A typical example of
cytotoxic edema is the edema formed in cerebral ischemia. Thus,
cytotoxic edema develops mainly in the cerebral cortex and the basal
ganglia. Cytotoxic edema is best seen on diffusion-weighted MRI
images (DWI).

Interstitial cerebral edema develops in occlusive hydrocephalus.
Due to the increased CSF pressure, CSF is pressed across the
ependymal layer of the ventricles into the brain’s parenchyma. This is
seen as a hypodense halo surrounding the ventricles on CT, and as a
high intensity signal on T2-weighted MRI images.

Raised intracranial pressure must be reduced. In addition to causative
treatment, osmodiuretics (mannitol, glycerol) are used in most cases.
Loop diuretics decrease the production of CSF. In severe cases, two
further types of treatment may be used if intensive care facilities are
available. 1. Controlled hyperventilation: a reduction of pCO2 by 10
mmHg leads to the decrease of intracranial pressure by 30%. 2.
Barbiturate narcosis, which requires EEG or plasma level monitoring.
In very large infarctions, in the so called “malignant media
syndrome”, intracranial pressure may increase to such a degree that
brain herniation is unavoidable unless surgical decompression is
performed (decompressive craniectomy). In occlusive hydrocephalus
(e.g. a cerebellar infarct blocking the fourth ventricle), temporary
CSF drainage is indicated.


